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LARSON—MATH 356—CLASSROOM WORKSHEET 17
Dirac’s Theorem & RNA reconstruction

Concepts & Notation

• Sec. 4.1: Eulerian graphs.

• Sec. 4.2: Hamiltonian Graphs, a necessary condition, Dirac’s Theorem

• Sec. 4.4: Traveling Salesman Problem

Organizational Notes

• Daily Homework: h16 officially due today.

• Send any missing Sage/Cocalc/Lab worksheet pdf’s by midnight tonight.

• Solutions for h15 posted. If you haven’t sent h16, send that.

• Everything I’ve received through h15 is graded and/or posted.

• Daily Worksheet: send s18 worksheet after Lab.

• Test 2 will be sent out by midnight tonight—its due Friday night at 11:59 pm.

Review

1. Proposition: If a graph is Hamiltonian then, for any non-empty subset S of vertices
(S ⊆ V ), ω(G− S) ≤ |S|.

2. Claim (Corollary): If a graph has more than one component than it does not have
a Hamiltonian cycle.

3. Claim (Corollary): If a graph has a cut vertex than it does not have a Hamiltonian
cycle.



Notes

4. Claim (Dirac’s Theorem): If δ ≥ ν
2

then the graph has a Hamiltonian cycle.

5. What is the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)?

6. The RNA Reconstruction Algorithm

(a) Find the terminating sequence: it must be either (1) a G-fragment that end with
U or C, (2) a U,C-fragment that ends with G, or (3) a fragment that ends with
A (if there are 2, take the longer one).

(b) For each G-fragment that splits under U or C enzyme, record the part up to
the first U or C and make it a vertex, and record the part after the last U or C
and make it a vertex. Make a (directed) edge labeled with the whole G-fragment.

(c) For each U,C-fragment that splits under G enzyme, record the part up to the
first G and make it a vertex, and record the part after the last G and make it a
vertex. Make a (directed) edge labeled with the whole U,C-fragment.

(d) Find an Euler trail in this graph.

(e) Write the edge labels of your trail consecutively to get a (possible) reconstruc-
tion of the original RNA molecule.

7. What is the independence number of a graph?


